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The Robinihak Grimore 

 

These ancient spells have been taught to wizards of Sky Vault for centuries, allowing them to have both 

practical and adventurous expertise to lend to other travelers. “Simplicity Girds Complexity” is their 

motto, as they attempt to reduce problems and solutions to elegant and stylish summaries with as much 

panache as possible. They have a weakness for things that glitter, high thread counts, and exotic beauty. 

 

Book Property ( As talent “Book of Power”)  

 

The book owner can automatically appraise gems, clothes, and decorations by spending a few minutes 

consulting the book. It also has lists of classy things to say at parties; an hour of study can grant +2 

Charm for the next 24 hours. 

 
Grimore 

 

 Control Portal. Constant. Magic cast as a focus action. You can speak to doors of any type. You can 

ask them to unlock themselves (successful Charm check), tell you what has gone through recently, or 

tell a single door to bar itself against any entry (your Commitment vs. the Brawn test of anything 

trying to open it.) You can only affect one door at a time. 

 

 Magic Missile. Rested. Magic cast as a focus action. You shoot a magical bolt that automatically hits 

anything in your arena or an adjacent one (visible or otherwise), doing 2 points of damage, 

automatically hitting the target. You can increase the damage to 3 points by taking 1 wound yourself. 

 

 Mystic Reinforcement. Rested. Gain +1 per level casting a spell that requires a roll, or do +1 wound 

with a spell that deals damage. 

 

 Puppet Strings. Arena. Magic cast as a focus action. Wave your staff, implement, or fingers to make 

1-3 small inanimate objects float about nearby. They will dance if you hum a tune. If you successfully 

cast in combat, they can increase your AC by 2 until you take damage from a successful attack. 

 

 Sleep Spell. Rested. Magic cast as a focus action. You can make your voice take on a somber and 

restful tone, making two opponents or any number of minions in your arena that can hear you fall 

asleep by making a successful Charm vs. their Commitment(s). They will sleep through any noise, 

but a good shake or swift kick is all it takes to wake them. 

 

 

 


